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Ut i l iz ing extended step-heating i n  vacuum (1,2,3,4,5) the mobilization of various 
lead components at various temperatures has been investigated i n  more than twenty mare 
soils from the Apollo 11, 12, 15 and 17 missions. Additional volatilization studies were 
made on several total rocks and separated components from basalts, breccias, and soils. 
The lead release characteristics are defined i n  terms of temperature, fraction of total lead 
released at that temperature, and the isotopic composition of the lead, generally for seven 
to ten steps. The temperature ranges for a l l  experiments extend from less than 600°C to 
more than 1000°C, usually llOO°C. A typical release pattern i s  shown for duplicate sets 
of experiments on the Apol lo 15 soil 1520 1 in  figure 1. As reported previously (3), yields 
commonly show two or more pulses as a function of rising temperatures. 

Most samples display a significant fraction (up to 15 percent) of lead released at a 
distinctly lower temperature, 500'-600°C; the rest of the lead tends to be mobilizedabove 
800°C. The early, "low temperature site" lead (LTS), consistently displays the most 
207pb-enriched isotopic composition among the different extracted fractions (e.g. figure 1). 
The 2 0 8 ~ b / 2 0 6 ~ b  ratio generally i s  highest in  the LTS fraction as we1 I. The leads extract- 
ed from higher temperature sites (HTS) possess abruptly lower M7~b/206Pb ratios which 
tend to approach a limiting value above 1000°C. The highest temperature volatile fractions 
and the residual lead fractions in  figure 1 are examples. The combination of LTS and HTS 
lead isotopic compositions can be used to characterize the composite lead for a soil and 
appears to provide the basis for establishing a distinct provinciality for the family of soils 
collected at each Apollo mare locale. In figure 2, two or more soi Is from each mission 
suite are represented by paired values of LTS and HTS leads connected by t ie lines. 

The data in  figure 2 i s  presented as a sequence paralleling the nominal increase in 
mare surface ages. Evolution of the regolith leads at each mission site probably has been 
complicated by its special local geological history. At  Apollo 12 ond 15, photogeologic 
studies and the regolith chemistry indicate the probability of much younger secondary 
surficial debris blankets derived, probably, from Copernicus, and the Autolycus or 
Aristillus impact events. The blankets are inferred to have been added as recently as 
1.0 by or less. Our samples are derived from their subsequent surfaces. At  Apollo 11, 
one of our two samples i s  a weakly coherent soil breccia (10060) whose stratigraphic and 
genetic relation to the surficial soil (10084) i s  unknown and must be surmised. At  Apollo 
17, the presence of Station 4 soils with their unusual low-temperature volatile leads (6), 
must be distinguished from other LTS components in  the general population of Apol lo 17 
mare soils. A significant content of highlands material i s  also present. 

Even with these considerations, average values of radiogenic m 7 ~ b / 2 0 6 ~ b  in  LTS 
and HTS volatile leads progressively change from mission site to mission site as a function 
of apparent mare surface age. In these averages the soils of Station 4, Apollo 17, and the 
green glass clods of Apollo 15 have been omitted. Qualified by the limited statistics, i t  
can be inferred the gross trends are demonstrations of the time dependency of the isotopic 
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Mission Apparent Age, Volat i le 2071'206 evolution of lead now found in  LTS and 

site Terminal LT S HTS HTS sites. A t  least a clear distinction i s  
Volcanic Act iv i ty  possible i n  the LTS data for the two nearly 

similar age pairs: A-12 and A-15, A-1 1 
and A-17. Is this isotopic effect, how- 
ever, a reflection of the time difference 
between 3.2 and 3.7 by ago, or between 
< 1.0 by and 3.7 by ago? Is an effect 

introduced by mechanically admixed components such as the Apol lo  17 orange and gray 
soils ( O G  i n  fig. 2), or the Apol lo 15 green glass clods (GG)? 

The internal patterns of data at the Apollo 12 and Apollo 15 sites contrast sufficient- 
ly  to argue that different factors controlled a t  these two sites. A t  Apollo 12, more than 
one LTS volat i le lead i s  present among the three samples and these may reflect different 
time increments for evolution, e.g. pre- and post-Copernican ray. A t  Apol lo 15, the 
presence o f  green glass wi th a high 207Pb/206~b LTS component might suggest a possible 
mechanical mixing effect. However, the constancy of  the LTS isotopic composition i s  
independent of the variable green glass content or LTS ields in  the mare soils. A plau- 
sible argument can be made that this uniform 207Pb/20dbb value o f  0.83 * 0.02 represents 
something close to  3.3 by of  lead evolution and accumulation. 

For the older sites, the mechanical admixture possibility i s  clearly a factor. A t  
Apol lo 17, the correlation of LTS isotopic composition and abundance with the approx- 
imate abundance of orange soil i s  established. However, a distinct second LTS component 
wi th 207Pb/m6Pb values between 0.9 and 1.0 can be identified, also. At  Apollo 11, 
rare glass particles similar to orange glass do occur; their scarcity precludes a large effect 
on the LTS component. The isotopic difference between the soil and the soi I breccia may 
simply reflect the non-closure of the soi I to accumulation of young radiogenic volat i le 
lead. The 10084 soi I value of LTS lead = 0.98 may thus be typical for 3.6 by mare soi I .  

The HTS leads at  each Apol lo mare site are related to the leads i n  the more refrac- 
tory phases of the dominant rock types from which the soil particles were derived. Kreep 
debris dominates the Apollo 12 basalts. Non-mare ray material i s  mixed with the Apollo 
15 basalts. High and low K-mare basalts dominate the Apollo 1 1  soil. Apollo 17 basalts 
and the nearby massif breccias have s i  mi tar 207Pb/206Pb ratios which closely resemble the 
Apol lo  17 HTS leads. The orange and green glasses are almost entirely degassed of lead 
by 1000°C and make l i t t l e  contribution to the HTS isotopic compositions. Experiments 
indicate most of the agglutinate leads are evolved at  lower temperatures also. The exper- 
imental uncertainty for a l imi t ing value of  HTS i s  - k0.02 i n  the 2 0 7 ~ b / ~ O ~ P b  ratio. 

The limited range for the HTS isotopic composition values contrasts with the enormous 
range for the LTS values among the four Apol lo sites. The fractional abundance of  LTS 
leads i s  quite variable, also. A t  the Apol lo 15 site, despite the uniformity of composition, 
the abundance of LTS lead varies by more than 2 orders of  magnitude among the samples. 

Similar variations occur at Apol lo 17. This seems to  reflect the effects of local cratering 

history on both mobi l ization and f ixation of  the low temperature site volat i le lead. 
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Figure 2. 
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